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A symbol of Italian design for more than 20 years, the world-renowned Tolomeo task light has been 
reinvented with cutting-edge LED technology, making it as sustainable as it is timeless.

The Tolomeo task light, by Italian designers Michele De Lucchi and Giancarlo Fassina, was first introduced by Artemide in 1987 and 

quickly became the most successful and recognizable task light in the world. 

Featuring the same signature design and aesthetic that has become the Tolomeo trademark, the LED Tolomeo offers light output and 

energy efficiency vastly superior to current-generation LED lights. And it’s available exclusively to the U.S. contract market through 

Humanscale.

A Design Icon. Reborn.



The Tolomeo LED Advantage

One of the few task lights to effectively harness the potential of LED 

technology, the Tolomeo LED task light consumes just 10 watts of power 

while producing a light output equivalent to 75 watts of incandescent 

lighting. 

Most LED task lights today utilize multiple light-emitting diodes arranged 

in a bar or cluster.  These configurations typically produce a small or odd-

shaped footprint of light. And the many LEDs cast multiple shadows on 

the work surface, which can cause eyestrain. But Tolomeo’s five LEDs are 

tightly configured behind a highly effective lens to create a wide footprint 

of light that casts just one shadow on the work surface for exceptional 

performance and visual comfort.



Consumes just 10 watts of power•	

Handsome, timeless aesthetic•	

Mounting options include table base, table clamp, table        •	
      in-set pivot, and wall mount

50,000-hour life span•	

Neutral white 3500 K light temperature•	

180° front-to-back head tilt•	

180° shade rotation•	

360° swivel from base•	

Finish: Silver with Polished Silver accents•	

Replaceable head system•	

Constructed of aluminum and stainless steel•	

2-year warranty•	

www.humanscale.com
800.400.0625

Creating a more comfortable place to work
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Features & Specifications

Tolomeo is available in two sizes: Classic and Mini.

Tolomeo Classic
•				Maximum	reach:	48”

•				Maximum	height:	50”

•				Working	height:	25”

Tolomeo Mini
•				Maximum	reach:	38”

•				Maximum	height:	40”

•				Working	height:	20”


